
Welcome to this demonstration of a proof of concept for WIS 2.0 developed by the OpenWIS Association. Let’s 
start with a video to introduce some concepts and ideas.

----
1. Switch to introductory video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm2Oh_jioIE&rel=0
----

Now that we have seen the video – let’s move on to the live demonstration for a closer look.

Tabs:
1. LDSH Britannia: https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-britannia#!/home (username=“ldsh”)
2. Commercial search engine: www.google.com/ncr
3. Example JavaScript Web application for rendering CSV files: https://canvasjs.com/javascript-charts/chart-

image-overlay/
4. LDSH Gaul: https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-gaul#!/home (username=“ldsh”)
5. RDSH: https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/rdsh#!/home (username=“rdsh”)
6. LDSH Gaul (datasets): https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-gaul#!/datasets
7. AWISC: https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/awisc#!/home (username=“awisc”) 
8. FTP client: http://net2ftp.com/index.php
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We start the demo with a single Local Data Sharing Hub: LDSH Britannia.

What is the role of the Local Data Sharing Hub (LDSH)?

To help non-technical folk, like John, publish datasets into the WIS – which, for WIS 2.0, means publishing on the 
Web.

In current WIS terminology, LDSH Britannia could be a National Centre (NC) or Data Collection and Production 
Centre (DCPC).

(note: we are using old Roman names in the demo so that places are not confused with existing WIS Centres)
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LDSH Britannia already has a couple of datasets published; the LDSH automatically creates a human-readable Web 
page for each published dataset and provides a URL (Web address) from where the data can be downloaded.

Let’s have a look.

----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-britannia#!/home
2. Show the list of datasets
3. Click on Londinuim
4. Quickly show the summary details of the dataset – location, description
----

The Web page provides a description of the dataset, including details of how to download the data or subscribe to 
updates.
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Because the dataset is described with a human-readable Web page, commercial search engines can index those 
pages, just like any Web site.

During the set-up process for the LDSH, the administrator tells the commercial search engine(s) about the LDSH’s 
home-page; the search engine’s Web crawler will then regularly index the pages published by the LDSH.

(note that the LDSH adds structured markup, or metadata, to the Web pages to help search engines index the 
content correctly and improve search-ability) 
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The datasets published by the LDSH are then discoverable by anyone using a normal search engine – no expert 
knowledge required.

From the video remember Mohamed who was looking for weather information because he was working 
outdoors; he uses a commercial search engine to find the information he needs.

----
1. Switch to www.google.com/ncr 
2. Search for “wind chill londinium weather”
----

Commercial search engines index and rank data according to their own algorithms and this proof of concept isn’t 
“popular” enough yet to be regularly indexed or to rank highly. Instead – let’s search for something unique to our 
proof of concept.

In this case I find the LDSH itself and have to click through to the dataset, rather than being taken directly to it.

----
1. Switch to www.google.com/ncr 
2. Search for “ldsh britannia”
3. Click through to the human-readable Web page for Londinium weather 
4. Point to the data download link in “distribution information”; click the link and save the download … don’t 

open it – it takes too long to start up Excel
----
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A CSV file isn’t much use to Mohamed – he wants to see how the weather is changing over the next few days.

Because the data is published on the Web, it is simple to create Web applications that make it easy to display the 
data to Mohamed in a user-friendly form.

----
1. Switch to https://canvasjs.com/javascript-charts/chart-image-overlay/
----
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LDSH Britannia is already connected to the Core Services of WIS 2.0

• Regional Data Sharing Hub (RDSH) – providing real-time dissemination of data, or notifications about updates 
to larger datasets 

• Authoritative WIS Catalogue (AWISC) – providing a curated view of all datasets registered in WIS

Remember from the video; Omar looks after the RDSH, and Vicky administers the AWISC.

More about RDSH and AWISC in a moment, but first let’s see how easy it is to connect a LDSH to these Core 
Services.
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John, our administrator for Gaul, deploys a new LDSH in minutes.

This is a mostly automated process, just requiring a little configuration during the installation process.
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Let’s get connected to the RDSH so that datasets and updates from LDSH Gaul can be distributed to users in real-
time.

----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-gaul#!/home
2. Login (username “ldsh”)
3. Click on “Settings” to show where the configuration information comes from
----

All the information that John needs to provide Omar is provided on this “Settings” page.
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John emails Omar, the RDSH administrator, his request.
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Omar checks that John has the necessary approvals to register, then enters a few details for LDSH Gaul into the configuration of 
the RDSH, then generates a unique security token for LDSH Gaul and sends it back to John.

----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/rdsh/#!/home
2. Login (username “rdsh”)
3. Click on “LDSHs” [Gaul LDSH should not be registered yet!!!]
4. Click “add”
5. Title: Gaul Local Data Sharing Hub
6. System ID: ldsh-gaul
7. Contact Email: johno@meteo.gaul
8. Generate the security token and copy it
9. Press “save”
----

John enters the RDSH URL and his unique security token into the configuration of LDSH and validates the connection.

----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-gaul … will already be logged in
2. Click on RDSH
3. Name: RDSH
4. URL: https://openwis2.eurodyn.com
5. Token: [copied RDSH]
6. Click “save”
7. Click “validate and register”
----

Success! We can see that registration of Gaul LDSH is now verified with the RDSH
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Now that we have completed this simple process, whenever a request is made to distribute a new dataset, a new 
data-channel will automatically be created on the RDSH to do this.
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The process for registering with the AWISC is just as simple … 

John emails Vicky, the AWISC administrator to register WIS Centre “LDSH Gaul” with WIS, including 
permissions and approvals from his PR, and the technical information Vicky needs.

Vicky validates John’s request and generates a security token that unique identifies LDSH Gaul within the AWISC, 
and sends this back to John.
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John emails Vicky, the AWISC administrator … 

John includes the URL (address) of the “index service” that the LDSH uses to expose metadata about published 
datasets; the AWISC will harvest metadata from here thereby ensuring that datasets from the LDSH are visible on 
the WIS.
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Vicky validates John’s request and generates a security token that unique identifies LDSH Gaul within the AWISC, 
and sends this back to John.
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John enters the security token and the URL (address) of the AWISC and validates the connection; LDSH Gaul is 
now connected to the AWISC. 

Our goal in the this proof of concept was to make the registration of components extremely easy so that more 
Centres can participate in WIS.

Now that LDSH is registered with the AWISC, datasets published by LDSH Gaul will automatically be included 
within WIS: the AWISC will routinely harvest the metadata from LDSH Gaul to populate the authoritative 
catalogue of WIS datasets.
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Let’s stick with LDSH Gaul for now … John wants to publish a new dataset for Bibracte – a fortified city in eastern 
Gaul.

For speed, we have already configured the dataset for Bibracte, but let me walk you through the tabs that John 
would use to create the dataset …
----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/ldsh-gaul
2. Click on “datasets”
3. Click on “edit” (pencil icon) for Bibracte
4. Click on “Dataset information” tab – summary information, including the data license 
5. Click on “Location information” tab – (note that in this prototype, we type the values directly in – but a real 

implementation would provide a graphical interface) 
6. Click on “Dissemination information” tab –
7. Relative URL and Filename Prefix … “bib” and “bibract” – used to construct the download URL and to identify 

incoming files to the LDSH associated with this dataset; 
8. RDSH Dissemination and Notification & Data … both Checked – we want to disseminate data _and_ 

notifications via the RDSH, see the data channel address for subscriptions; 
9. Click “cancel” – we don’t want to make any changes 
10. Click on “view dataset” for Bibracte
----
Once the dataset has been configured in LDSH Gaul you can see the human-readable Web page describing the 
dataset for Bibracte.
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Because we selected distribution by RDSH and this proof on concept uses modern, open-standard messaging 
protocols, we can subscribe to updates using applications on all sorts of devices – including mobile phones. 

Here, Rémy has installed a free client application on his phone and added the host and topic names to subscribe 
to the data channel.

----
1. Ask Rémy if his phone is correctly configured
----
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Looking at the AWISC, we see that we can find this [new] dataset.

----
1. Switch to https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/awisc#!/home (username=“awisc”)
----

We have simple search – that works like most search engines.

----
1. Type “bibracte” into the simple search and press “search”
----

See the results – very familiar to users of commercial search engines

And we have advanced search for expert users … remember Dave, our expert meteorologist from the video?

----
1. Click on “advanced search”
2. Select “Wind speed” from the WMO Code controlled vocabulary … (note that this proof of concept uses a 

controlled vocabulary to help refine the expert search – there are many things that could be done here)
3. Type “bibracte” in the free text field
4. Press “search” and see the results
5. Open the Bibracte dataset Web page in a new browser tab 
----
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On the RDSH, you can see the list of data channels created.

(note that this is an administrator interface – users will not need to know this information)

You can’t yet see the data channel for the Bibracte dataset – this will be created automatically the first time we 
publish data…
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While we’re here, let’s think about Mariam who wants to subscribe to updates about the Bibracte dataset.

Today, the role of Mariam is played by one of our developer team who is connected through WebEx

----
1. Switch to Webex (full screen) and pass presenter control to EuroDyn
----

Just like Dave, Mariam searches in AWISC for the correct dataset.

---- eurodyn ----
1. Show https://openwis2.eurodyn.com/awisc#!/home
2. Type “bibracte” into the simple search and press “search” – see the results
3. Open the Bibracte dataset Web page
----

Once the right dataset is found, Mariam then follows the link to the human-readable Web page for the Bibracte
dataset and finds the <topic name> for subscribing to updates about the dataset.

Mariam enters the server hostname and <topic name> into the software client.

---- eurodyn ----
1. Type the <topic name> into the MQTT client
----
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(note that in this case, Mariam is using a free, open source MQTT application – in a real implementation the data 
subscription would be incorporated into Mariam’s software)

Effectively, this is like Mariam following someone on Twitter – but in this case it’s a data channel not a person!
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Now – let’s move some data around…

John adds the file into his FTP client which sends the data to the LDSH. The LDSH matches the incoming file with 
the right dataset based on the filename prefix.

(note that this prototype uses FTP to upload data to the LDSH – in a real implementation there might be any 
number of other ways, such as direct connection with an automatic weather station or software system)
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The data is added to the local LDSH data-store for download via URL.
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And from the LDSH, it is pushed to the RDSH where it is forwarded to all subscribers.

So let’s try this for real.

Are you ready Mariam and Rémy? We’ll use a browser-based FTP application for this …

----
1. Switch to http://net2ftp.com/index.php
2. Log in to the Gaul LDSH FTP server using the Web application
3. Click “upload”
4. Click “browse”; select a “bibracte-xxx.csv” file (these are on Desktop) … (note that the filename of the 

selected file begins with “bibracte…”; this is the filename prefix used by the LDSH to match with the correct 
dataset)

5. Reduce browser from full screen – show browser _and_ WebEx
6. Click “submit” (the green tick icon)
----

You can see the data arrive in Mariam’s application.
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So to summarise. We have seen in this demo:
• Use of the LDSH making it simple to publish data on the Web and contribute to WIS.
• Discovering data via commercial search engines, and an advanced search for expert users.
• Super-simple registration of WIS Centres with WIS 2.0 Core Services.
• Real-time distribution of data using modern, open-standard protocols.

All these are key aspects of WIS 2.0.
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On behalf of the OpenWIS Association, I hope you enjoyed the demo.

All this software has been developed as open source.
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